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Headline
The Climate Change Risk Assessment (CCRA) for Scotland lists ‘Reduced Energy Demand for Heating’ as an
opportunity that should arise from warmer winter temperatures. This report quantifies expected future changes in
Heating Degree Days (HDD), information that may for example be used in preparing adaptation indicators for the
built environment.
HDD is an index which quantifies the impact of external temperature (the dominant climate driver) on heating
demand. The report does not analyse the other drivers of heating demand, such as population size, socioeconomic
factors (household income, desired indoor temperature, household size), or heating efficiency (amount of energy
required to heat a space to a given temperature; e.g. Isaac and Van Vuuren, 2009) Aggregate demand will depend
on all of these factors (Beckmann 2016)
The report also covers Cooling Degree Days (CDD), the equivalent metric for cooling demand.

Main findings
Based on analysis of HDD in a regional climate model:



Under a medium emissions scenario, a reduction of 642 to 924 HDD is projected for Scotland as a whole by the
mid 21st century, corresponding to 19%–29% of current values.
The reduction is 23%–37% by the late 21st century.

Definition of HDD
Heating degree days (HDD) is a commonly used temperature index for the requirement of energy for space heating
in order to maintain comfortable indoor temperatures (e.g., Li et al, 2012). In this study, HDD are defined as the
sum of the difference between 15.5⁰C and daily mean temperature, on days at which mean temperature is below
15.5⁰C only.1 This threshold is equal to that used for past trends in Scotland (Sniffer, 2014), but a higher value of
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More advanced methods are available, such as taking into account days on which the minimum but not mean is below this
threshold (CIBSE, 2006) but this simplified version has been used for example in Environment Scotland’s Climate Trends
Handbook.
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18.3⁰C is often used in the literature for studies outside Britain (e.g. Switzerland; Zubler et al 2014). It is assumed
that additional heating is not needed above the threshold temperature.

Previous studies of HDD
Projected future changes in HDD as well as cooling degree days (CDD) have been evaluated both globally (Li et al
2010, Isaac and Van Vuuren, 2012) and for specific locations in Europe (e.g., Christenson et al 2005, Zubler et al
2014) and the UK (Chow and Levermore, 2010). However, there is no recent work specifically relevant for Scotland.
In general, temperature indices for heating demand decrease in a future climate, with future reductions in HDD of
approximately 30% found for Paris and Switzerland (Lemonsu et al 2013, Zubler et al 2014), and temperature indices
for cooling demand increase. In temperate regions, the decrease in HDD dominates such that net DD decreases, but
the opposite situation occurs in the tropics (e.g. Isaac and Van Vuuren 2009, Li et al 2010).

Data
This report uses data from the E-OBS dataset (v7.0) and the HadRM3-PPE ensemble. E-OBS is used because it is
available at the same spatial resolution as HadRM3-PPE and has already been used for a climate index study in the
peer reviewed literature (Harding et al 2014). While the E-OBS dataset contains biases relative to higher-resolution
datasets which use more stations, it will be shown below to provide accurate historical time series of HDD in
Scotland.
The HadRM3-PPE ensemble provides 11 representations of climate to 2100. It is used instead of UKCP09 probabilistic
outcomes, because it provides spatially coherent information at daily resolution. It does not sample the full
uncertainty range; for the change in annual mean temperature between the baseline period and the 2050s, the
HadRM3 ensemble range is less than half the 10th to 90th percentile range of the UKCP09 projections, for each region.
In addition, for the 2050s, only one (North, East) or two (West) of the eleven HadRM3 members project warming
below the 50th percentile from UKCP09. They therefore do not capture the weakest levels of warming which UKCP09
projects to be possible.

Past observations and model performance
Figure 1 shows both E-OBS (bold) and the model runs (faint). The figure is deliberately designed for easy comparison
with the figure provided by Environment Scotland in the Climate Trends Handbook (Sniffer, 2014). The vertical
dashed lines indicate the overlapping period with figures in the handbook. Regional average HDD from E-OBS
represent the differences between North, West and East, and the year-to-year variations (e.g. the spike in 1979 and
its magnitude) very well when compared to the handbook. However, the East has slightly too few HDD (too warm)
and the West too many (too cold) in E-OBS relative to the handbook.

1960-1989
averages
for
each ensemble
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(coloured) and
E-Obs (black)

Figure 1. Heating degree days over the historical period. THICK LINES: EOBS dataset. THIN LINES: model ensemble.
The crosses on the right show the 1960--89 average for the observations and each model member. The exact
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administration region information was not available to the author, so the regions are approximate but were based
on the UKCP region maps.
It is clear that there are more HDDs in most, but not all, model runs when compared to E-OBS (Fig 1). This is
consistent with a cold bias in the model and also with too high simulated variability (i.e. too many very cold days).
However, comparing the coloured (model) and black (observational) crosses shows that some model members have
HDD close to those observed. Given that there are biases in both the observations (Hofstra et al, 2009) and the
models, and that these biases are in variability and skewness as well as in mean, bias correction is challenging. The
findings below are presented as changes relative to a member-specific baseline; this represents a very simple bias
correction of the HDD index.

Future
Figure 2 displays both the historical and projected HDD. A clear downward trajectory is seen. The five year means,
indicated by the bottom image in Figure 2, show the 5yr average HDDs, averaged across all members, and the range
of model values for each five year period for Scotland only (grey bars).

Largest change

Scotland
-1166 (-924)

Smallest change

-800 (-642)

East

West

North

-1206 (-969)

-1156 (-904)

-1146 (-909)

-848 (-682)

-794 (-634)

-770 (-621)

Table 1 The difference in HDD between 1960--1989 and 2060—2089 (2040—2069 in brackets), shown as the
largest and smallest values predicted by the simulations.

Figure 1. Modelled past and projected HDD. Top: as Figure 1 but with model projections continued to 2090.
Bottom: Five year average HDD, averaged across all ensemble members, for each region (coloured bars). Also
shown is the range of responses in the eleven model runs, for Scotland only (grey boxes)
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As noted above, most of the model runs over-estimate HDD in the historical period. However, the models with more
realistic HDD in this period tend to have warming which is in the upper end of the range of possible outcomes in
UKCP09 (Murphy et al, 2009). The models with too many HDD in the control period have warming which is closer to
the centre of the UKCP09 projections. It is therefore not possible to ascertain, without a substantially more
complicated investigation, which of the projections for HDD is most likely.
The change by the middle and end of the 21st century, relative to the (member-specific) 1960–1989 baseline, is
shown in Table 1. These values suggest a reduction of 19%–29% HDD by the period 2040–2069 and 23%–37% by
the later period. However it should be noted, first, that HDD have already begun to decline since the period 1960–
1989 (Figures 1 and 2) and, second, that the percentage change is affected by the historical value, adding a further
source of uncertainty.
All these model runs are performed under the medium emissions scenario. For the end of the 21 st century in
particular, a stronger scenario would be expected to cause stronger reductions in HDD than those discussed above,
and vice versa. In other words, the above ranges do not take uncertainty in future emissions into account.
Annual mean temperature is a good predictor of annual HDD in both the past and future periods (not shown).
However there is some evidence that HDD changes less for a given change in annual temperature in the future
period. This implies that using daily temperatures from the model, rather than a present-day relationship between
annual mean temperature and HDD, is an important aspect of the method employed here.

Spatial change
This document is accompanied by four sets of spatial maps showing; historical HDD, historical bias, future HDD and
future change. Future changes are for 2060 to 2089. Both the observations and model (Figure 3 and 4) show a strong
dependence of HDD on altitude and latitude, with largest values in the central Highlands, consistent with the spatial
patterns of temperature (not shown). Biases vary between the members, but are greatest on the west coast. This
could be in part due to error in the observational data set here due to scarce observations. Figures 5 and 6 show the
large future reduction in HDD and show, as the time series above do, the differences between different members.

Figure 3 Observed (top left) and modelled (other panels) HDD, 1960 to 1989. The five letter codes (af…) are the
labels for the different ensemble members. Colour scale: HDD.
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Figure 4 Observed (top left) HDD (colour scale as in Figure 3) and, in other panels, model bias, for 1960 to 1989.
Colour scale: change in HDD.

Figure 5 Projected HDD, 2060 to 2089. Colour scale: HDD.
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Figure 6 Projected change in HDD, (2060 to 2089)-(1960 to 1989)

Cooling Degree Days
Cooling degree days, an equivalent of HDD but for cooling demand, considers temperatures over 22⁰C. Given that
the historical values of CDD in the Climate Trends Handbook are very low (the maximum value is 20 CDD), it is
perhaps unsurprising that CDD are almost completely unrepresented in the lower resolution E-OBS dataset. As such
it is not reasonable to attempt to validate the model simulations, or to place too much weight on their predictions.
Preliminary work by the author suggests that bias correction would be much more important for accurate CDD
projections than for HDD, given the temperatures generally experienced in Scotland.
However, with these precautions carefully stated, it is noted that, for the Scottish average:




CDD in the historical period (1960–1990) in the model are below 20, except for one year in one member where
it is much higher.
For the future (2015–2090), there is a general increase in CDD. The maximum CDD produced in any year in any
ensemble member is approximately 80. Therefore it can be concluded that cooling will increasingly need to be
considered, although heating will remain by far the dominant need. The year to year variability in CDD remains
very large.
This measure considers gridbox average daily-mean temperatures. The possibility of significantly greater CDD
(than the value mentioned above) for individual seasons and locations, particularly in cities andwhen daily
maximum temperatures are taken into account, should not be discounted. However, a different methodology
would be required to assess this.
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